
tempo da vivere in libertà – time to live in freedom  



STORY 
 

CORO came into being at the end of 2002 with the aim of making a place for itself in the still little-developed 

outdoor furniture design market. 

The impact of CORO’ s presentation to the press was immediately positive, the quality of the imaging and the 

expression of the company philosophy receiving universal applause.  

CONCEPT 
 

CORO is first of all an idea: our motto is time to live in freedom; that is our concept of furnishing. 

We would like to create objects that invite us to look at the world from a new, incredible, perspective to give form 

to the pleasure of living. 

Each object is a different expression of beauty; it is a piece of furniture in the real sense of term. 

Lightness of elements, minimalist forms and harmonic proportions, this is what we aim at.  

A brand is first and foremost an idea which, through design, image definition and industrial processing, becomes 

reality. The very name chosen for this new venture, CORO (“choir” in Italian), evokes harmony, conviviality and 

group effort. 

 Within this context, in which an increasingly sophisticated and knowledgeable market is targeted, CORO 

manufactures furniture and accessories for leisure and the home, focusing on comfort and practicality. Objects 

designed with a definite personality, for easy coordination and as an answer to the increasingly widespread 

demand for quality. The focus on well-being is an inherent part of the careful design, clean lines, luxury 

materials and top-rate manufacturing standards. 

CORO offers new décor formats and places greater value on living:  items for various moments of the day, 

adding a personal and highly pleasing note, totally free of restrictions. 



COLLECTIONS 
 

The first collection, designed by Stefano Gallizioli, is a complete concept, from seats to BBQ. 

In 2006 he presents NEST a collection of sofas intended for outdoor use. 

The variety of elements and dimensions allows to customize any area. 

Afterwards the company hails the projects of James Irvine with the Zeta collection. 
 

Starting by Gala Wright CORO begins a co-operation with young designers, as JoeVelluto and Ilaria Marelli. 
 

At  Milan fair on 2009 CORO presents  PERGOLA by Filippo Marsigli 

It enters a new dimension creating an original corner more and more personal and comfortable. 

More recently for the contract field we introduced new collections designed by Matteo Nunziati. 

He is an  interior design specialized in Luxury Hotels, Residences, wellness Centers Spa, which have been 

produced all over the world. 
 

Matteo Nunziati at Milan 2014 is offering SABAL, a range of sofas a product not just as separate item but in the 

context of its relationship with the surrounding and multiple functions of the Outdoor.  

For Milan 2015 the cooperation between CORO and Matteo Nunziati create BOOMY a new modern and 

successful deck chair. 

Last April 2016 the new director chair LIVIS. 

MATERIALS 
 

The accurate selection of the raw materials is expressed with the use of satin stainless steel for frames. 

PVC nylon cord for dressing the backrest and the acrylic cord maintain durability and colour of the products used 

both indoors and outdoors unchanged over time. 

Our slats are made of polyurethane foam shaped out of moulds made exclusively for our items, is an inert material 

particularly for outdoor use, as it is not subject to variations due to temperature and atmospheric agents. 

Stratified laminate, is the best to guarantee high quality. 

Tested against cigarettes burns, termites, bending traction compression durability and abrasion. 

Special acrylic fabric & a nautical dryfeel pad, 100% tested for outdoor use, are the materials cushions are made 

of.  



RETAILS 
 

The retailers are selected, diversified e submitted to the professional demands which are essential in order to 

create a relationship based on trust between retailer and customer. 

The value of the Made in Italy is the real basis of the business competition, which is developed by using high 

technologies and by selecting the raw materials.  

Actually the brand CORO is all over the world in residential, marine and contract  with several projects. 



RESIDENTIAL 



Pergola, SG1 chairs and Nest outdoor sofa Phukhet 



Armchairs and low table Hotel Porta Reale 

Noto Sicily 



Jubeae armchairs , low table jubeae 



Sg1 chairs, table  

A-Natstudio Project  

Vasto I 



Zeta table and Chair S01 



L3 sunlounger 



L3 sunlounger, shot low table , Nest sofa 



L3 sunlounger 



L3 sunlounger with parasol 



L3 sunlounger with parasol and OBQ4 umbrella 



L3 sunlounger 



L3 sunlounger 



Nest linear sofa , zeta table and S01 chairs 



Nest linear sofa , zeta table and S01 chairs 



Nest sofa composition , L3 sunlounger 

 



Nest sofa collection 



Nest sofa collection 



Nest sofa  



Sunshades OBQ 



Nest sofa and tables composition, Sunshades OBQ 



Pergola, Joint table and Jubeae chairs 



Pergola and Nest sofa under the snow  



Sabal sofa 



Sabal Chaise longue 



Sabal sofa, Sabal chaise longue Jubeae Twine armchair, shot low table and L3 sun lognuer 



Sabal sofa, Jubeae Twine armchair, shot low table and shot table with Jubeae chairs 



Joint table and Livis chairs 



Joint table and Livis chairs 



Joint table and Livis chairs details 



Boomy chair private flat in Bosco Verticale 

Bulding in Milan 





Boomy deck chair 



L01 sunlounger , Loop 



Jubeae armchairs , low table jubeae, circular sofa nest 



P01 armchair and TQ low table  



MARINE 



Nest sofa collection Ferretti Group Custom line 



Private Yacht 



Private Yacht 



Private Yacht 



Private Yacht 



CONTRACT 



Pergola, Tables chairs Biennale Venice  



Stools and chairs, Nino restaurant in Bahrain 



Stools and chairs, Nino restaurant in Bahrain 



Stools and chairs, Nino restaurant in Bahrain 



Ca’ Giustinian Biennale of Venice 

Pergola, tables, armchairs  



L3 sunloungers Viking Cruises project 



L3 sunloungers Viking Cruises project 



L3 sunloungers Viking Cruises project 



L3 sun lounger Scott Square Singapore 



SG1 and Nest in the Athens Was in Athene 



SG1 and Nest in the Athens Was in Athene 



SG1 and Nest in the Athens Was in Athene 



Armchairs and low tables Golf 

Sempach CH 

Sunshades,armchairs and low tables 

Golf Escorpion Valencia ES 



L01 sun lounger Flims Spa CH 



L01 Sunlounger Flims Spa  

CH 


